Intelligent Automation for Teams

Engage with us for Teams Adoption, Deployment, or Teams Voice Implementations and qualify for 4 months of TeamsHUB usage at no cost.

Core Features

Teams Provisioning
- Govern and automate provisioning using dynamic forms and external workflows.
- Define naming policies based on custom attributes.
- Choose and create Microsoft Teams and SharePoint sites based on templates.
- Custom connector to integrate external workflows.

Governance
- Manage approvals based on business processes with automated workflows.
- Create and manage unique groups including guest management.
- Manage policies and archive unused teams.
- Enable Microsoft standard blocked words and custom blocked words.

Sensitivity Label & Naming
- Integrate directly with Office 365 security and compliance, a simplified custom solution leveraging unified tagging.
- Administrators can create and publish hubs at organization level while users can create personal hubs.
- Apply sensitivity labels/tags for multiple teams at a time.

Advanced Search
- Discover all teams that exist in the organization using team name, tags and other metadata.
- Use filters such as private/public visibility, members, owners and classification to derive information faster.
- Create organization and personal hubs based on search query.

Interactive Reporting
- Get actionable reports on Teams status based on criteria such as Teams metadata, usage per teams, or user, etc.
- Utilize a custom connector or export JSON data to integrate other reporting tools.
- Set the duration to days, hours or minutes to schedule delivery of reports.

Newsletter
- Format messages through our Rich Text editor to create beautiful and responsive emails, announcement or notifications quickly.
- Use predefined templates for keeping teams well-informed.
- Select specific groups of users, Teams or any user to send notifications. Set up a scheduler for automatic delivery of notifications.

Security Integration
- Automatic provisioning of Information Rights Management (IRM) policies at organization level or any specific Team.
- Integrate with Data Loss Prevention (DLP) policies.
- Manage, track and revoke access for all externally shared documents in a single place.

Direct Voice Routing
- Automate Teams Voice routing configuration in a single user interface without PowerShell commands.
- Configure PSTN gateway, PSTN Usage, and Dial Plans.
- Configure Voice Routes, Voice Routing Policies and more.

News Updates
- Reduce overhead by using features such as Bulk Update across multiple Teams.
- Share and collaborate easily with external vendors and get a unified view of externally shared content.
- Protect and secure sensitive information using Azure Information Protection (AIP).

Coming Soon
- Corporate intranet on Teams with seamless, unified and enhanced experience.
- Advanced site provisioning and Teams lifecycle management engine.
- Bots to help ease your workplace requests such as Time off but, HR Assistant bot etc.
- Announcing the next generation of AI powered TeamsHUB.

At Your Fingertips
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